Tips for Better Sale Videos
It’s easy to produce a poor sale video of your animal. But, it’s not much more difficult to
produce a great sale video of your animal. By following a few, or all of the steps laid out
below, your next sale video will do a better job of showing off the product that you’ve worked
so hard with.
We hope these easy tips help.
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Tip #1: TILT YOUR PHONE
We noticed last year a large number of producers used their phones for their sale videos.
Great! There is nothing wrong with that.
But, make sure you're shooting the best possible video with it. So when shooting your animal
make sure you tilt your phone so it’s horizontal versus vertical.
Because this:

is better than this:

Tip #2: Get low
You’ll help give a better impression of your animal if you get low, to their level.
Standing 3’ to 4’ above your animal isn’t very flattering. Just take the few moments and kneel
down to their level.
Because this:

Is better than this:

Tip #3: Where’s the sun?
When you’re out with your animal and about to hit that record button. Stop for a second and
ask “Where is the sun?”
Is it behind your shoulders?
As long as the sun is just behind your shoulders, or directly behind you, there should be no
problems with unflattering shadows on your animal. You’ll probably find the 
best times of day
to shoot are between late morning to mid afternoon.
Overcast days are the best condition to shoot in.

Tip #4: What’s in the background?
The sun is behind you, you’re kneeling down, the phone is tilted, but there is a tractor growing
from the top of your animals head.
Just be mindful of what’s happening behind your animal. Is it distracting? Does my mostly
black animal blend in with the panel?
Often times just moving a few feet over can make a huge difference.
Good Luck!
We just want to say good luck! We shoot hundreds of livestock videos a season. We
understand that animals can have ‘good days’ and ‘bad’. Outside of these tips all you’ll need
is a little patience and your videos will turn out great.
We’d be happy to answer any questions you might have, or maybe you’d like to see us work
our camera magic for you. Send us your comments or questions to: 
livestockplus@gmail.com
Thanks,
 The Livestock Media Plus Team

